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Fourteen gospel choirs from around the country
transformed Verizon Center into a sanctified church
and made Saturday night feel like a Sunday
morning. Verizon's third national "How Sweet the
Sound Finale" competition kept the preaching to a
minimum but delivered plenty of praise.

Gospel superstars CeCe Winans and Donald
Lawrence hosted the competition while the equally illustrious Marvin Sapp, Fred Hammond and
Karen Clark Sheard judged the choirs on stage presence, technical merit, originality and
interpretation. Since all of them sang forcefully, theatrics often became the distinguishing factor for
the groups.

That said, the District's all-male Greater Mount Calvary Men of Valor offered a stately rendition of
Milton Brunson's "Available to You," earning the $5,000 "National People's Choice Award." On the
opposite end was California's Voices of Destiny, which took home the top prize of $25,000 with droll
performance of Kurt Carr's "My Time for God's Favor" that simultaneously channeled bristling
Baptist church services and the cutesy choreography from TV's "Glee." Chicago's Greater First
Church Chorale brought a similar intensity to Reginald Herber and John Dykes's "Holy Holy Holy,"
resulting in one of the evening's most musically intricate and emotionally gripping performances, and
earning the $15,000 runner-up prize.

Although it didn't win, no one outdid Detroit's Burning Bush International Ministries Mass Choir in
terms of spectacle with its rendition of Joe Pace's "Stir Up the Gift" that had some of the men wearing
"Phantom of the Opera" masks and the women donning fans -- all while incorporating hip-hop and
black Greek fraternity step-show dance moves.

Tarboro, N.C.'s Salvation and Deliverance Church Choir gave a histrionic take on Horatio Spafford
and Philip Bliss's "It Is Well With My Soul" that included cardiovascular-pumping handclaps and
jarring choreography. But Sapp took most note of choir director Kristian Herring's sparkling shoes.

"I almost didn't hear the choir with your shoes being so loud," Sapp joked. That was no small feat
considering that Herring also delivered the event's most ear-splitting scream.

-- John Murph
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Calder Quartet

Bartok's Second String Quartet may be less anguished and astringent than its partners in the
composer's set of six quartets, but it's still no walk in the park.

It says something that the Calder Quartet, in its recital at the Sixth & I Historic Synagogue on
Saturday, was able to conjure the lush world of Ravel's String Quartet in the lyrical first movement,
and found a Beethovenian strain of stark yet approachable melancholy in the final movement. Bartok's
arresting middle movement, with its fits, starts and broken melodies, was mined for its bleak humor
and obsessive energy, but without surrendering the ensemble's notably handsome tone.

Considering the links the quartet found to Ravel and Beethoven in the Bartok, it was likely no
accident that it programmed Beethoven's F-Minor Quartet, Op. 95, and the Ravel Quartet as
companion pieces. The Calder's Beethoven was full of flaring drama, furrowed brows and quiet
intensity. But, with the tightest of ensemble playing and well-judged balancing of instrumental voices,
the piece retained its classical integrity and polished finish. Most striking, here, as in the other pieces,
was the intense beauty of tone these musicians produced -- which blossomed to full lusciousness in
their surging, extroverted reading of the Ravel.

If there was one regret, it was that such a conventional program would be chosen by an adventurous
foursome that counts composers Thomas Ades and Terry Riley, and indie-rock bands the Airborne
Toxic Event and Vampire Weekend, as recent collaborators.

-- Joe Banno

CLASSICAL MUSIC

Left Bank Quartet

The members of the local Left Bank Quartet may be too young to have attained the status of
"venerable," but they've played together for a long time now, and their ensemble has a patina of
venerability that adds a relaxed glow to everything they touch. They were joined on Saturday by the
National Symphony's principal clarinetist, Loren Kitt, for a program of Hummel, Dvorak and Brahms
at Georgetown's Dumbarton Church. Kitt, who can luxuriate in the pleasures of lyrical reflection as
well as anyone, fit in well.

Dvorak's Quartet in G, Op. 106, doesn't get the air time his earlier quartets do, maybe because it
doesn't leave you with a head full of whistleable tunes. What it does offer is intricate textures and
sonorities that are characteristically Dvorak-like, all woven into beautifully balanced structures. And
it was the structure, laid out transparently, that the quartet communicated so well.

Violinist David Salness's bow can produce, where needed, a grainy sound that was ideal for this
music, and he and violinist Sally McLain found a splendid balance in their moments of musical
conversation. Violist Katherine Murdock and cellist Evelyn Elsing provided carefully calculated
weight and, among them all, they handled the end of the finale, which lurches crazily from one key to
another, with pizzazz.
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The Brahms B Minor Clarinet Quintet could have been all clarinet but wasn't. Kitt maintained his role
within the ensemble, coloring the many voices his instrument can assume to accommodate the needs
of the moment and offering a Brahms that was genial and fresh. And the extra this program offered
was the pleasure of hearing chamber music in a truly chamber-proportioned, acoustically clean-
sounding space.

-- Joan Reinthaler
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